
Texas’ Culinary 
Region is 

Authentically 
Hill Country

The Texas Hill Country’s burgeoning culinary 
industry has grown based on authenticity, 
talent and the can-do spirit of farmers, chefs, 
entrepreneurs, scientists and risk-takers. 
Here, we celebrate all things good to eat and 
drink with culinarians throughout our region.
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Don’t expect special treatment 
at one of Mark Bohanan’s 
restaurants. You’ll just have to 
make do with the same friendly 
and impeccable service that the 
staff strives to give to everyone. It 
is Chef Mark Bohanan’s belief that 
that if they are trying to impress a 
critic or any particular client, then 
they’re not doing things the right 
way. They bring their A-game 
for everyone who walks through 
their doors. “It makes it easier on 
us if we’re perfect all the time or 
as close as we can get,” said the 
proprietor of the recently opened 
Peggy’s on the Green in Boerne 
and venerable Bohanan’s in 
downtown San Antonio.

This ethos is something brought 
forth from his childhood growing 
up in Jourdanton, Texas in 

lessons taught from his mother 
who taught home economics to 
troubled students. She treated 
everyone the same regardless 
of their troubles, and brought a 
passion to her work and cooking 
in their kitchen at home. It is 
his mother that has inspired his 
cooking from the start.

Passion is something that is 
important to Bohanan. “If you 
don’t have it in your heart, this is 
the wrong business to be in,” said 
Bohanan. It is his desire to inspire 
this passion in his staff, but also in 
his patrons as well. In the first few 
months, Peggy’s on the Green has 
been a resounding success. 

There is no doubt that this 
restaurant means something special 
to Bohanan, who has already 
found success in San Antonio with 

In 1994, Chef Johnny Hernandez 
returned home to San Antonio as 
an alumni of the Culinary Institute 

of America, (the Hyde Park, New 
York campus), and founded his 
catering company True Flavors.  

For Chef Steve McHugh, creating 
a successful and popular restaurant 
is a marathon, not a sprint. This 
realistic, long-term approach has 
served him well at his award-
winning San Antonio-based 
restaurant, Cured at Pearl. 

Not one for jumping on 
bandwagons or chasing the 
latest trends, his straight-forward 
approach to cooking was born out 
of his upbringing as one of seven 
boys on a farm where he learned 
to use the bounty around him to 
its fullest. When teaching new 
students about this 360-degree 
approach to food sourcing and 
his penchant for using an entire 
animal for his menu, he is quick to 
point out that this is not a trend, 
but a way of life. “The first thing 
I tell them is this was survival for 

people, we didn’t invent this, this 
isn’t molecular, this isn’t the new 
rage in cuisine,” said McHugh. 

Inspired by the way his parents 
would provide food for their large 
family from their own land, he 
knows that a lot of folks today 
would slap a fancy label on it. But 
for them, that was just survival. 
“We didn’t call that farm-to-
table cuisine, we just called that 
eating,” said McHugh.

It was these early lessons that 
have made him the chef he 
is today, and it’s important to 
McHugh that he supports not 
only other farmers but also the 
animals they raise which, when 
treated the right way, ultimately 
produce better quality food for 
his kitchen. “I’ve raised animals, 
so I understand what it takes to Hil
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“Over the years I have supported the 
Texas wine growing initiative, and I 
have always wanted to do something 
in the Hill Country especially with the 
Texas wine boom that continues to do 
well, grow and gain respect. We have 
been growing into the area, it’s always 
been on my radar and now we are so 
excited to be at Tejas Rodeo.”

– CHEF JOHNNY HERNANDEZ
Tejas Steakhouse & Saloon



his eponymous landmark and as 
the founder of the San Antonio 
Cocktail Conference that benefits 
children’s charities, but bringing his 
brand back out to where he and 
his family lives is, “a labor of love” 
and “inspired from those sensory 
memories and experiences” of 
being in his mother’s kitchen, 
tasting produce right out of their 
own garden and those of their 
farmer friends. “We would get the 

corn on the cob, it might be 50 
dozen, and then we would shuck it 
and cut it off the cob. My mom and 
grandmother would do the cream 
corn, and that was the beginning of 
the lobster cream corn at the other 
restaurant just like we have the 
Mexican street corn here.”

It is these family traditions, 
passion and recipes that Bohanan 
shares through his restaurants. 
“You can tell the difference when 
somebody is cooking out of love, 
whether it’s your grandmother 
baking a pie for Christmas or 
your mom making a turkey for 
Thanksgiving,” said Bohanan, 
“there’s a lot of feeling. Food is 
emotional.”  His food is certainly 
filled with emotion, and an 
authenticity that comes from 
learning and memories and family. 

“Every person has a memory from 
the kitchen table,” he said, and he 
translated his into his food.

His business is like a family and 
he speaks proudly of the team 
he has built, and of the people 
that have been with him from the 
very beginning. It is this family 
feeling that fits in particularly well 
in the Hill Country, which is such a 
family-oriented place and where 
people appreciate a legacy and in 
bringing a story.  

Bohanan wants to build on 
legacy and create a new chapter 
in the Hill Country, “Now we 
have a tie to the Hill Country 
that is more like planting roots,” 
he continues, “we’ve got a real 
investment out here, and we love 
it, and we’re here to stay. We 
come into the community, and we 

It wasn’t until 2010 that he 
opened La Gloria at the Pearl just 
steps from the CIA San Antonio 
campus (one of only three of the 
heralded institutions). By that 
time, Chef Johnny had a huge 
following and celebrity chef 
status in the media. In 2016, he 
accepted the invitation from the 

White House to cook for President 
Obama’s Cinco de Mayo dinner.

“We have been so busy at our 
company and the excitement 
everyday is motivating,” said 
Hernandez. Busy indeed. As a very 
hands-on leader, Hernandez has 
overseen all aspects of launching 
his restaurants La Gloria, The 
Frutería, El Machito, airport cafes 
bearing his brands, operating True 
Flavors catering while consulting 
and developing new brands and 
concepts stateside and in the UK 
with Prezzo who has engaged the 
expert chef to consult on their 
Mexican restaurants across Europe 
called MEXIco. 

“One of the most exciting new 
ventures for all of us is Tejas 
Steakhouse & Saloon and the 
catering for the grounds and 

the beautiful new Western Sky 
venue,” continued Hernandez, 
“we are always catering weddings 
and events in the Hill Country and 
La Gloria is near the Dominion 
and Boerne, but we have been 
looking to expand further into 
the Hill Country. It’s an area that 
we’ve wanted to be in and we’ve 
considered for a while. It’s not 
necessarily new territory for us and 
it feels like the right fit with Tejas 
Rodeo Company.”

Putting his Johnny Hernandez 
multi-tasking touch on the existing 
Tejas Steakhouse & Saloon 
meant that, “Every detail was 
examined and elevated to make 
the customers know that they are 
going to get what they expect 
when they visit Tejas Rodeo,”  
said Hernandez.

Maintaining the favorite menu 
items during the celebration of the 
10th Anniversary of Tejas Rodeo 
was important to Hernandez 
and his team at True Flavors. 
“What we’re doing is adding 
quality to everything that we 
present. There’s a lot of new plate 
presentations. We want people 
to notice the difference but not 
for it to be totally different,” 
said Hernandez. Their famous 
KC Steak is so delicious and we 
have also created created a new 
cocktail menu that has some Hill 
Country chic in it. In a sense, we’re 
doing things that complement 
the steak and  whiskey scene. 
We’ve got some local bourbons 
that were incorporated into 
the cocktail program,” and of 
course a fabulous Margarita 

raise a hog or a lamb or even a 
steer,” continued McHugh, “with 
a dedication to ethical farming 
we want to be good stewards, 
we want to make sure that our 
farmers are able to survive, and 
we want to work with farmers that 
are doing it the right way, that are 
treating the animals with respect.” 

Chef McHugh has a simple 
philosophy: “the food has to 
be the star.” At Cured, it is: you 
won’t find fanciness or frills, just 
interesting and delicious food 
that is honest, well-sourced and 
presented in a simple yet striking 
way. On a Steve McHugh plate, 
the food speaks for itself.  He 
says, “We’re not trying to trick 
anyone. We’re having fun. We’re 
not taking ourselves too seriously. 
We’re exploring, we’re trying new 
things.” Like his current favorite 
dish on the lunch menu: a catfish 
baloney sandwich. A new twist 
on a childhood classic, he takes 
a traditional recipe for baloney 
and adds catfish instead of beef 
and pork. After emulsifying and 
poaching it like a normal sausage, 
they slice it right on a grill for a 

warm, delicious treat.
 It’s this fun, fresh approach to 

food that makes McHugh unique. 
And while he does take inspiration 

“I thank God that I opened in Boerne 
because I wanted to and because I enjoy 
it. This thing out here is a labor of love, if 
you will, for me.” – CHEF MARK BOHANAN 

Peggy’s on the Green/ Bohanan’s

“When people ask me to describe our 
food, I just say, ‘we cook honestly’ that’s 
the best way I can describe it. At Cured 
we purposefully wanted the plates to be 
plain, no rims, no frills, because I said 
the food and building have to be the 
stars. We can’t have fancy servers, fancy 
table cloths, we can’t have pretentious 
hostesses, I want everybody to just be 
super down-home.” – CHEF STEVE McHUGH 

Cured at Pearl

CONTINUED ON PAGE 32

CONTINUED ON PAGE 36

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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Chef Mark Bohanan

try to do what’s best always for our customer, 
but at some point, whether that be in the first 
month or the first year, we always try to start 
doing something that helps the community.” 
This help has started already, with a pie sale 
charity event they ran to benefit the Boerne 
Education Foundation in their first couple of 
months, and it is set to continue with more 
events planned in the future.

But it’s really about the food, and the inviting 
atmosphere that he wants to cultivate for 
brunch, lunch and dinner in a space that he 
describes as “casual but elegant.” He has 
created a place where he wants people local 
to the Hill Country to be able to have a dining 
experience, a good time in their hometown. 

“What I wanted here at Peggy’s was for people 
to feel that they actually went out and had a 
night out, and they could’ve been sitting in a 
bigger city somewhere, San Antonio, Dallas, 
wherever,” continues Bohanan, “but without 
all the fuss and having to get all fixed up. 
Here, they can get that same thing, but they 
can walk in with their blue jeans or their shirt or 
even dust on their boots.”

It’s seems this homey approach to fine dining 
has struck a nerve, with his brand of comfort 
food bringing in good crowds who seem to 
be enjoying the food to the fullest and if the 
customers are happy, so are Bohanan and his 
team. Describing the proud feeling they had 
after their first brunch service he says, “That’s 



a real, real shot in the arm for me and for the 
employees here as well, because I told them 
what I saw. People were enjoying it, and it 
wasn’t just because it was brunch. The weather 
wasn’t absolutely perfect that day, but he food 
was,” beams Bohanan.

“It all goes back to my mother Peggy’s 
lessons about always putting your best foot 
forward,” Chef Bohanan continues, “we are 
trying to be perfect every day, it’s chasing an 
imaginary thing, but if you are striving to do 
that, you’ve got to think that what you can end 
up with will be acceptable.” At Peggy’s on 
the Green he has created something so much 
more than acceptable, and there is no doubt 
that his mother would be proud.
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Chef Steve McHugh

from other chefs, referencing the dogged 
determination of the likes of John Besh (his 
former mentor), Daniel Boulud, Thomas Keller, 
Michel Richard and Jose Andres, it’s not that 
he wishes to emulate their style of cooking. It’s 
more the dedication to their craft and desire to 
always evolve their food and create something 
new that he seems to admire most.

Not one to rest on his laurels, he is also man 
who knows his own mind.  But he also knows 
when to listen to his gut and the opinions 
of others, even if it means changing course; 
sometimes dramatically. In an industry hooked 
on the almighty “concept,” he acknowledges 
that “concept is only going to get me so far.” 
And true to that sentiment, McHugh reveals 

that he walked away from the original concept 
for Cured after walking into the impressive 
building that now houses the restaurant 
for the first time and allowing himself to be 
inspired by what was in front of him rather 
than sticking stubbornly to the original idea.  
It was out of this inspiration that the idea 
for Cured was born. He says, “It’s evolved 
and turned into what it is now, which we let 
happen organically.” For McHugh, it has to be 
authentic, not just a gimmick, or something 
that has caught on somewhere else. “I want 
that to be what they crave, not some wacky 
caviar with smoking and foam.”

He is the first to admit that if he hadn’t listened 
to his instinct–and that of the team around him, 



including his wife and partner Sylvia–he’s not 
sure if it would have worked. And work it did, 
with a second consecutive James Beard Award 
for Best Chef Southwest nomination this year for 
him and his team.  

And while he admits that he is pleased by the 
recognition not only for him but also for his 
team, he says that for him, that’s not what it’s 
all about. It’s about believing in what they are 
doing and in creating food that will keep people 
coming back. “Look, if we can get an award 
and we can still run a restaurant, that means 
our customers are also believing in what we’re 
doing,” continued McHugh, “it doesn’t matter if 
I get all the awards. If I can’t keep the restaurant 
open, then what’s it matter.”
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Chef Johnny Hernandez

adds Hernandez. All the local spirits are a key 
part of the new beverage program and then 
Hernandez is expanding the wine program. 

Known for his laser-focus on authenticity, 
Chef Johnny Hernandez is marrying his deep 
knowledge and use of Mexican spices and 
putting a Tejas-spin on things. “Instead of 
calling it an adobo, which is a chili spice rub 
mixture that typically wet in Mexico, we’re 
calling it a rub. To me, Tejas has to represent 
more of what’s Texas local,” said Hernandez.

He feels it is very important that the menu 
and catering items blend well with the theme 
of Tejas Rodeo. “The name is something we 
want to keep as a beacon of direction for us in 
terms of creativity. The style in which we grill 

our meats is very traditional northern Mexico 
and south Texas. A lot of grilled meat and a 
lot of protein. We’re going to keep the same 
selection of steak, and we’ll experiment more 
with some wild game,” said Hernandez.

Fans and loyalists to Hernandez’s other 
restaurants will be thrilled to know that they 
can take in a rodeo, country music and dance 
while eating Hernandez’s street tacos and even 
the same ribs that they serve at Machito on the 
weekends at Tejas, “because people love the 
ribs at Machito,” said Hernandez. 

True Flavors is a fitting name for Hernandez’s 
growing catering company. His menus are 
known for incorporating the flavors and 
styles that are more representative of the 
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taking a northern Mexican approach to what 
we’re going to put on the new Tejas menu, 
moving forward and really showcasing Texas 
ingredients,” said Hernandez. 

Among his growing restaurant empire–a 
burger concept, seafood concept and more–
Hernandez is also focusing on food products 
like his own non-GMO corn, a tequila, and a 
line of salsas and moles.

Chef Hernandez shared that, “someday 
at Tejas Rodeo, you may see a Charro (a 
traditional Mexican horseman) in the arena.




